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Allie Broshâ€™s characters and panels illustrate this 54-week engagement calendar. With material

from some of the most popular stories from the Hyperbole and a Half web comic and book, this

calendar will help you cope with your future engagements, procrastination, the perils of impending

adulthood, and other hurdles you may face in 2015. Brosh's comic has quickly become one of the

most recognizable new pop culture phenomenons. With 125,000 followers on Twitter, 400,000 likes

on FB, 150 million page loads on her blog, and now 350,000+ books in print, her loyal fans are

eager for everything Hyperbole!
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This planner is used best after you have already read the book. If you have not, you will not get the

entire meaning of the "jokes"- and while they will still be entertaining, you will not be able to fully

appreciate them. Aside from that, the planner has a durable cover & back, & is spiral bound. No

pockets, no extras. Simple, fun, glossy paper, easy to tote around.

Buying anything by Allie Brosh is a good call. As others have mentioned, if you've read her book

"Hyperbole and a Half: Unfortunate Situations, Flawed Coping Mechanisms, Mayhem, and Other

Things That Happened", your enjoyment of this planner will go all the way to eleven. But even

without the book, this planner's a solid ten. Humor and functionality- what more do you need?

Mostly purchased this item just to support the artist, I love Hyperbole and a Half - but I do find



myself using the calendar quite often and when I do the illustrations always give me a lift. And now

I'm more organized. Who knew?!

This planner is best used once you've read Allie Brosh's blog. It comes with hilarious new picture

from her blog every week. My favorite is the four flawed misconceptions of dogs. "Misconception #4:

I should eat bees" is my favorite.So if you need to feel happy while planning your boring life, you

need one of these.

I LOVE ALLIE BROSH!!! This calendar is super cute and I'm really happy I ordered it. My only

complaint is even the area where they give you to write your daily stuff is on glossy paper. So I can't

use gel pens or pencils to write in it.

I received this as a gift and I can not wait to use it! You do get more of the jokes if you have read her

book or even her blog first, I'm a fan of each so I had no problems theres. It has ample space for

each day. Different jokes throughout and little illustrations everywhere. I love it. Its on a high gloss

type of paper so it may be hard to write on it with a pencil (I haven't tried it yet) but a ball point pen

works perfectly well.

A wonderful place to write down all the stuff that I need to do but probably won't get around to, lol.

This book is very sturdy and the pages are thick. Very durable. I'm sure it will last the entire year.

There aren't any extras, just basic pages with lots of colorful drawings/cartoons and little doodles by

Allie. Definitely worth the money!

Very appropriate beginning series (Motivation). Lovely tiny illustrations in the day entry spaces.

Sturdy construction and glossy. Funnier if you've followed the webpage or read the book. I wish

there were pages for the monthly calendar.
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